Faculty of Engineering Dean’s Merit List for 2006

Krishna Ali
Yee Sin Ang
Andrew Baloglow
Benjamin Beccari
Annette Beedles
Lindsey Bignell
Damon Bishop
Samuel Boardman
Marie Boisclair St-Onge
Elana Bont
Joshua Boom
Courtney Brell
Andrea Bustamante
Jason Carter
Nathan Casanova
Steven Christlo
Philip Commins
Edward Crossley
Matthew Daly
Vincent Daly
Benjamin De Rooy
Paul Draper
Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Michelle Fletcher
Mark Gaykema
Andrew Grima
Tracey Hamer
Cameron Hough
Phillip Howlin
Nicholas Hoye
Paul Knight
Solomon Lemasurier
Matthew McGann
Tristrium McNamara
Lewis Mitchell
Daniel Page
Scott Penfold
Nicholas Pierce
Rachel Poldy
Matt Quince
Erin Redfearn
Stephen Reynolds
David Sawkins
Carol Schreiber
Kate Snow
Luke Trevithick
Danielle Tyrrell
Dean Wilkinson
Bradley Woods
Anthony Wright
Siddharth Yadwad
Amy Ziebell